
Syntheti Ethology:A New Tool for Investigating Animal Cognition(Extended Version)�Tehnial Report UT-CS-01-462Brue J. MaLennanComputer Siene DepartmentUniversity of Tennessee, Knoxvillemalennan�s.utk.eduMay 31, 2001AbstratThis report presents syntheti ethology as a new tool for the investigation ofanimal ognition. In syntheti ethology a population of simulated organisms isreated inside a omputer and allowed to evolve within a spei�ed environment.Sine we reate the organisms and the world they inhabit, we are free to makethem as simple or as omplex as required for the investigation. The mehanismsunderlying the organisms' behavior is fully expliit and aessible to the inves-tigator; there an be no \ghost in the mahine." Syntheti ethology permitsinvestigations spanning a wide range of time and spae sales, from simulatednervous system ativity, to individual behavior, to group behavior and ommu-niation, up to populations. Thus ognitive apaities an be investigated intheir full ethologial ontext.1 GoalsSyntheti ethology is based on several methodologial ommitments. First, it is basedon the onvition that researh into ognition should investigate behavior and the�This report is an extended version of a hapter invited for The ognitive animal: Empirial andtheoretial perspetives on animal ognition, ed. by Colin Allen, Mar Beko� & Gordon Burghardt,MIT Press, in press. 1



mehanisms underlying that behavior in the agents' environment of evolutionaryadaptiveness. Seond, this investigation should extend over strutural sales fromthe neurologial mehanisms underlying behavior, through individual agents, to thebehavior of populations, and over time sales from neurologial proesses, throughagents' ations, to the evolutionary time sale. Obviously, suh a wide range of salesis diÆult to enompass in investigations of natural systems. Third is the observationthat the disovery of deep sienti� laws (espeially quantitative ones) requires thesort of ontrol of variables that an be ahieved only in an arti�ial experimentalsetup.Therefore we are faed with oniting demands. On the one hand, we needpreise experimental ontrol. On the other, eologial validity ditates that agentsbe studied in their environment of evolutionary adaptiveness, where are there areinnumerable variables, whih are not amenable to independent ontrol. Synthetiethology intends to reonile these oniting requirements by onstruting a synthetiworld in whih the phenomena of interest may be investigated. Beause the world issyntheti, it an be muh simpler than the natural world and thereby permit moreareful experimental ontrol. However, although the world is syntheti and simple, itis nevertheless omplete in that the agents exist, live, and evolve in it.The original motivation for syntheti ethology ame from one of the entral prob-lems in ognitive siene: the nature of intentionality, the property that makes mentalstates about something. We felt that an understanding of intentionality would haveto enompass both the underlying mehanisms of intentional states and the soial-evolutionary strutures that lead to the reation of shared meaning. Our analysis ofintentionality onluded that something is intrinsially meaningful to an agent whenit is potentially relevant to an agent or to its group in its environment of evolution-ary adaptedness (MaLennan 1992). Therefore intentionality must be studied in anevolutionary ontext.We began our investigation with ommuniation, sine it involves both inten-tionality and shared meaning. We will show in this hapter how syntheti ethologypermits the investigation of signals that are inherently meaningful to the signalers,as opposed to those to whih we, as observers, attribute meaning.2 MethodsThe agents that populate our syntheti worlds an be modeled in many di�erent ways;in partiular there are a variety of ways of governing their behavior, inluding simu-lated neural networks and rule-based representations. In the experiments desribedhere, an agent's behavior was ontrolled by a set of stimulus-response rules (64 rules,in these experiments). These rules were determined by an agent's (simulated) genetistring, but they ould be modi�ed by a simple learning mehanism (desribed below).Sine our goal is to investigate the syntheti agents in their environment of evo-lutionary adaptedness, they must evolve. Therefore our world inludes a simpli�ed2



form of simulated evolution, whih proeeds as follows. Periodially two agents arehosen to breed, the probability of whih is proportional to their \�tness" (as de-sribed later). The geneti strings of the two parents are mixed so that eah of theo�spring's genes omes form one or the other of the parents. In addition, there isa small probability of a gene being mutated. The resulting geneti string is usedto reate the stimulus-response rules for the single o�spring, whih is added to thepopulation. In order to maintain a onstant population size (100, in these experi-ments), one agent was hosen to \die" (i.e. to be removed from the population), theprobability of dying being inversely related to \�tness."We take this opportunity to illustrate the sort of experimental ontrol permittedby syntheti ethology. Beause we have omplete ontrol over the experimental setupand the ourse of evolution, we may begin with genetially idential populationsand observe their evolution under di�erent experimental onditions. If somethinginteresting is observed in the ourse of an experiment, we may rerun the exat ourseof the evolution of the population to that point, and then make additional observationsor experimental interventions to investigate the phenomena. Finally, whenever anyinteresting phenomena are observed, there an be no fundamental mystery, for all themehanisms are transparent. If some agent exhibits interesting behavior, its entiremehanism is available for investigation. There an be no \ghost in the mahine."In syntheti ethology there is no requirement to model the natural world, so longas the syntheti world retains the essential harateristis of the natural world. Thatis, although determinate laws govern the evolution of our experimental populations,we are able to deide our world's \physial laws," whih determine whether an agent\lives" or \dies," and whih selet agents to reprodue. The goal, of ourse, is toreate syntheti worlds that are like the natural world in relevant ways, but are muhsimpler to study. The following experiment will illustrate what an be aomplished.3 Demonstrating the Evolution of Communiation3.1 MethodsOur �rst series of experiments investigated whether it was even possible for genuine,meaningful ommuniation to evolve in an arti�ial system. Therefore we deidedto onstrut the simplest possible system that ould be expeted to lead to realommuniation.Although there are many purposes for whih an agent might be expeted to om-muniate, we deided to fous on ooperation. Our reasoning was that ommuniationould be expeted to evolve in a ontext in whih some agents have information thatother agents ould use to failitate ooperation. Therefore we gave eah agent a loalenvironment, whih ould be sensed by that agent but by no other. It an be thoughtof as the situation in an animal's immediate viinity, but to keep the model as simpleas possible, we limited the loal environments to be in a small number of disrete
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states (eight, in these experiments).To make the state of one agent B's loal environment relevant to another agent A,we arranged that they ould ooperate only if A performed an ation suitable for B'senvironment. To make this ooperation as simple as possible, we made our agentsapable of produing an ation from the same set as the loal-environment states.Thus A ould ooperate with B only by produing the same item as was in B's loalenvironment, whih A ould not sense diretly.To selet for ooperation we simply measured the number of times, over a spei�edperiod, that eah agent was involved in suessful ooperations. The probability ofan agent reproduing was made proportional to this rate of ooperation, and itsprobability of dying was inversely related to the rate in a simple way. Thus we plaedseletive pressure on ooperation but not diretly on ommuniation; indeed, limitedooperation an be ahieved by random ation (whih has a 1/8 hane of sueeding).Our experiments implemented only miro-evolution, so our agents were unable toevolve new sensor or e�etor organs. Therefore, we gave our agents organs that mightbe used for ommuniation, but we did not onstrut the agents to use them in thisor any other way.Again, simpliity was our priniple aim. Therefore we equipped our synthetiworld with a simple global environment, shared by all the agents, whih ould bein one of a few disrete states (eight, in these experiments). The agents had thephysial apability of sensing and modifying this global environment. Spei�ally,the state of the global environment is part of the stimulus to whih an agent reats,and the response an be either a new state for the global environment or an attemptto ooperate.To test the potential e�ets of ommuniation on ooperative behavior, we im-plemented a mehanism for making ommuniation impossible. Spei�ally, whenommuniation is being suppressed we periodially randomize the state of the globalenvironment. This allowed us to measure the e�et of apparent ommuniation onthe �tness (rate of ooperation) of the population, sine genuine ommuniation isde�ned in terms of its e�et on the �tness of the ommuniators (Burghardt 1970).We also investigated a very simple form of single-ase learning, whih ould beenabled or disabled. When enabled, learning took plae when an agent attemptedto ooperate, but failed. Spei�ally, if agent A attempted ooperation L, but thelast signaler's loal-environment state was L0 6= L, then the rule of A that led tothis ation was hanged to try L0 instead. In other words, the rule used was hangedto what would have been orret in this situation (although there is no guaranteethat it would be the orret response in the future). This simple, single-ase learningrule is potentially destabilizing, sine it allows oasional errors to orrupt e�etiveommuniators, but it is a start towards investigating learning.We initialized our population with 100 individuals with random geneti strings.Therefore, the stimulus-response rules governing their behavior, whih were deter-mined by their genomes, were also initially random.
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Figure 1: Degree of Coordination �: Communiation Permitted with Learning Dis-abled3.2 ResultsTo be able to measure the e�et of ommuniation on the �tness of a population, wequanti�ed the �tness by the number of suessful ooperations per unit time, whihwe all the degree of oordination of the population. (The unit of time is a \breedingyle," in whih one individual dies and one is born.) Beause there is onsiderablerandom variation in the degree of oordination, the time series was smoothed bya moving average. Linear regression was used to establish the rate at whih thedegree of oordination (�tness) was inreasing or dereasing. Details an be found inMaLennan (1990, 1992) and MaLennan & Burghardt (1993).The baseline for omparison is determined by suppressing all possible ommuni-ation, as previously desribed. In this ase the degree of oordination stays near to6.25 ooperations per unit time, the level predited by analysis to our in the ab-sene of ommuniation. Linear regression shows a slight upward trend in the degreeof ooperation, whih an be expressed as a rate of �tness inrease: 3:67�10�5 oop-erations per unit time per unit time. (The reason for this upward trend is disussedin the papers ited).On the other hand, when ommuniation was not suppressed, we found that thedegree of oordination inreased at a rate of 9:72 � 10�4 ooperations / unit time /unit time, whih is 26 times faster than when ommuniation was suppressed. Over an
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Figure 2: Degree of Coordination �: Communiation Permitted and Learning En-abledinterval of 5000 breeding yles, the degree of oordination reahed 10.28 ooperations/ unit time, whih is 60% higher than the 6.25 ahieved when ommuniation wassuppressed (Fig. 1).When the agents were permitted to learn from their mistakes, �tness inreasedeven faster: 3:71� 10�3 ooperations / unit time / unit time, whih is 3.82 times therate when learning was disabled, and approximately 100 times the rate when ommu-niation was suppressed. Furthermore, the degree of ooperation begins higher thanin the other ases, beause the population is given several opportunities to respond toa partiular situation before the loal environments are re-randomized. Therefore, anagent has the opportunity to learn from its mistake and to respond orretly severalmore times before the loal environments are hanged. Thus we observe the degreeof oordination to begin at approximately 45 ooperations / unit time (as opposedto the 6.25 without learning), and to limb rapidly to 59.84 ooperations / unit time,whih is 857% above the level ahieved without ommuniation (Fig. 2).As would be expeted for experiments of this kind, there is onsiderable exper-imental variation from run to run. Nevertheless, the results we have desribed aretypial over more than one hundred experiments. Therefore, we an onlude thatgenuine, meaningful ommuniation is taking plae, for it is enhaning signi�antlythe �tness of the population. Furthermore, sine ommuniation evolves in our pop-ulation when it is not suppressed, we may investigate genuine ommuniation in its6



environment of evolutionary adaptedness.Sine it is genuine ommuniation, the signals passed among the agents are mean-ingful to them, but not neessarily to us as observers. That is, we have the oppositesituation from arti�ial intelligene, in whih the omputer manipulates symbols thatare meaningful to us but meaningless to it (or, more preisely, have only derivedmeaning dependent on the meaning we attribute). Here we are in the same situationas in natural ethology: we are faed with apparently meaningful ommuniation andmust disover its meaning for the ommuniators.Even in these simple experiments, signals and their interpretation are omplexfuntions of the total situation. The signal emitted by an agent may depend onboth its loal environment and the shared global environment. Further, an agent'sinterpretation (use) of a signal may (and typially is) inuened by its own loalenvironment.Nevertheless, we would expet that over time a simple meaning would emerge forthe signals; that is, that there would be a one-to-one orrespondene between sig-nals and loal-environment states. To determine if this was ourring, we ompiled ao-ourrene table, whih reorded the number of times partiular pairings of signal(global-environment state) with meaning (loal-environment state) ourred in su-essful ooperations. So that we ould trak hanges over time, the table at any givenpoint of time reeted only reent ativity by the agents.If no ommuniation were taking plae, one would expet all signal/meaning om-binations to be about equally likely, and that is what we found when ommuniationwas suppressed, and at the beginning of the simulations when it was not. How-ever, when ommuniation was not suppressed, the o-ourrene tables beame morestrutured as the \language" self-organized.We quanti�ed the organization of the o-ourrene tables in a number of dif-ferent ways, inluding entropy, a measure of disorder (so lower numbers representgreater organization). With our experimental design, the maximum entropy, whenall signal/meaning pairs are equally likely, is 6 bits, but when there is a one-to-onesymbol/meaning orrespondene, the entropy is 3 bits. When ommuniation wassuppressed we observed an entropy of 4.95 bits, whih shows that it is not ompletelydisordered, but when ommuniation was not suppressed, the entropy dereased (after5000 breeding yles) to 3.87, representing a muh higher degree of organization.Visual inspetion of the evolved o-ourrene tables showed a number of asesin whih, almost always, a partiular signal orresponds to a partiular meaningand vie versa. However, we also observe ases of ambiguity, in whih a signal ismore or less equally likely to orrespond to two or more meanings, and ases ofsynonymy, in whih two or more signals are about equally likely to orrespond to apartiular meaning. These ases ould result from individual agents using ambiguousor synonymous symbols, or from two or more ompeting \dialets" in the population,but Noble & Cli� (1996) have evidene supporting the former hypothesis.The observations heretofore desribed an be alled behavioral and are analogous
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to those made in natural ethology. However, syntheti ethology a�ords additionalpossibilities, for the struture of the agents is ompletely transparent. At any time wemay \disset" the agents and analyze their behavioral programs (see MaLennan 1990for examples). Thus we may relate the mehanisms of behavior to their manifestationsin the population.3.3 Brief Overview of Other ExperimentsWe have been interested in whether a population would evolve to use sequenes ofsymbols for ommuniation, were there seletive advantage in doing so. Thereforemy students and I have onduted a number of experiments, similar to those alreadydesribed; details may be found in MaLennan (in press) and in the referenes itedtherein. In these experiments the agents evolved the ability to ommuniate withpairs of symbols displaying a very rudimentary \syntax," but the results have beenless than we expeted. One explanation may be that the very simple behavioral modelwe used (�nite-state mahines) is too weak for the sequential pereption and ontrolrequired for more omplex ommuniation. Animals, in ontrast, have rih, highlystrutured pereptual-motor systems, whih evolution an reruit for ommuniation.Therefore, future experiments might need to use more omplex agent models, as wellas a more strutured environment about whih they might ommuniate.We have onduted some experiments using neural networks as behavioral models,but they have not produed substantially di�erent results. Most likely this is beausethe nets that we have used are about as unstrutured as the �nite-state mahines.4 DisussionOf neessity, our disussion of related and future work and of impliations mustbe brief. Noble & Cli� (1996) have repliated our earliest studies and extendedthem in a number of informative ways. A somewhat di�erent approah an be foundin Werner & Dyer (1992), whih demonstrated the evolution of ommuniation bymaking it neessary for e�etive reprodution. Steels (1997a, 1997b) has ondutedfundamental studies of the emergene of meaningful symbols.In disussing related work, it may be worthwhile to make a few remarks aboutthe onnetion between syntheti ethology and two related disiplines, arti�ial lifeand arti�ial language. First, it must be stressed that there is substantial overlapbetween the three, so that the di�erene is at most one of emphasis.Arti�ial life studies arti�ial systems that are signi�antly \lively" in some sense.Some investigators are attempting to reate systems that are literally alive, whileothers are ontent with systems that faithfully imitate life. In ether ase, the arti�ialsystems may exist as robots or as patterns of eletrial ativity in a omputer'smemory. Syntheti ethology di�ers in that the agents need not be alive in either of
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these senses, although they may be. Certainly, we make no laim that the agentsdesribed in this report are alive in any literal sense.Arti�ial language researh, the newest disipline of the three, uses omputers tostudy the formal proesses governing the formation and evolution of languages (e.g.Kirby 2000a, 2000b). It tends to onentrate on the sorts of omplex syntati andsemanti strutures found in human languages, and tends to treat the languages asautonomous systems independent of the behavior and evolution of the agents thatuse them. Although one of the original goals of syntheti ethology was to studythe evolution of human-like languages, to date it has been limited to very simpleommuniation systems. Another di�erene is that syntheti ethology may be appliedto other kinds of behavior besides ommuniation. Future work, however, mightombine syntheti ethology and arti�ial language tehniques.Current experiments in syntheti ethology are too simple to exhibit psyhologialstates, but future ones may be; we do laim that even the urrent experiments doexhibit genuine intentionality. Nevertheless, syntheti ethology indiates how psyho-logial states may be made aessible to sienti� investigation.We have laimed that our agents (although they are not onsious, nor even alive)exhibit genuine intentionality. The point is ertainly arguable and depends on ouranalysis of intentionality. Nevertheless, all subtleties aside, we laim that the signalsare inherently meaningful to the agents beause the agents' ontinued persistene asorganized systems depends on their use of the signals.Are these syntheti worlds and agents so alien that results will not be seen asrelevant to nature? In partiular, we have argued that we an use abstrat, adho seletion rules (sine the \laws of physis" are under our ontrol), but it anbe objeted that seletion should be more naturalisti (e.g. Werner & Dyer 1992).Certainly, this is an important issue, and in the long run we want to explore ever rihersyntheti worlds, but to introdue gratuitous omplexity would defeat the goals ofsyntheti ethology.One of the advantages of syntheti ethology is that we an make our worlds assimple as possible, so long as they inlude the phenomena of interest. On the otherhand, we must onstrut these worlds from srath; they are not given to us. Thisbeomes a hallenge as we begin to investigate phenomena that require larger pop-ulations of more omplex agents ating in more omplex environments. Simulatingsuh worlds requires ever more powerful omputers. Therefore syntheti ethologistsmust strike a deliate balane between the sophistiation of the syntheti world andthe resoures required to implement it. Indeed, as we move in the diretion of greateromplexity, syntheti ethology will fae some of the same problems as natural ethol-ogy. Nevertheless, by a�ording greater ontrol and an alternative to natural life, itwill remain a worthwhile approah.
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